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1) This is my Q thread for September 16, 2020
My Theme:
Be Water. Spread Fire.

2)

3) Q began the day with a collage of images related to the Instagram account
instagram.com/antwiththecuts/
The user has since locked their account.
FBI Portland was tagged in Q's post.

4) Q posted a screencap of messages sent by the above person, who goes by the name
Banks.
I scanned their Instagram account before they locked it, and did not see this image.
I'm not sure how Q obtained it.

5) More from their Instagram account.

6) Q posted a screencap of a deleted tweet by @DAsupportPDX (an anarchist
account).
Q highlighted the phrase "Be Water. Spread fire."

7)

8) "Be water. Spread fire" is a meme used by anarchists.

9) The phrase was spraypainted on a courthouse building in Kenosha after Jacob
Blake was shot.

10) Sauce.

Kenosha businesses damaged and vehicles burned after police officer…
Several vehicles in a car dealership were set ablaze after 2 a.m. as people moved
through the city.
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/2020/08/24/kenosha-protests-escalate-after-polic…

11)
Ⓐ kayla ☭
@kawaaiibitch

be water spread ﬁre #Kenosha #KenoshaProtests
#KenoshaRiots #KenoshaUprising

3:48 AM · Aug 25, 2020
23

See Ⓐ kayla ☭’s other Tweets

12) Banks posted photos on Instagram of his truck loaded with water and gas cans.

13) Sauce.
HYVE
@HYVEE7

Well well well, looks like this dude has his truck bead loaded
up to set ﬁres.
instagram.com/antwiththecuts/
H/T @LP083061

4:47 PM · Sep 16, 2020
4.1K

4.8K people are Tweeting about this

14)

15) While the media pretend that acts of violence are random and not organized, an
objective observer can see they're an organized effort to destroy our country.

Dems, anarchists and the media (but I repeat myself) are not going to stop after the
election.

16) Anarchy-99 design?
99 Designs is a website where you can purchase logos and art from freelance graphic
designers.
I don't think Q is suggesting 99 Designs is involved in the plot.
It may be a reference to Anarchists who serve as freelance terrorists-for-hire.

17) Q wrote: "Playbook known."
There is a battle-tested playbook used to remove elected leaders through violent
protests and election fraud.
Darren Beattie explains.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/cUxilJznKyY

18) Right on cue... Hillary is demanding social media censorship while stoking fear
about election integrity.

Hillary Clinton
@HillaryClinton

We can have democracy—or we can have social networks
that allow the spread of weaponized disinformation about
our elections.
But we can’t have both.
Facebook, Twitter, and Google can and must act before the
damage is done.

Demand Social Media Platforms Protect Democracy
Social media companies must act now to prevent the spread of
dangerous election-related lies.
accountabletech.org
5:43 PM · Sep 16, 2020
10K

13.5K people are Tweeting about this

19) Julian's take.
Julian's Rum
@JuliansRum

Y'ALL....she literally just gave us a timeline of [their] planned
censorship rollout: accountabletech.org/wp-content/upl…

Hillary Clinton

@HillaryClinton

We can have democracy—or we can have social networks that allow the
spread of weaponized disinformation about our elections.
But we can’t have both.
Facebook, Twitter, and Google can and must act before the damage is
done.
accountabletech.org/campaign/elect…
7:38 PM · Sep 16, 2020
3.1K

2.9K people are Tweeting about this

20) AG Barr asked prosecutors to consider bringing federal charges against violent
protesters including, if appropriate, sedition.

21) Sauce.

Barr told federal prosecutors to aggressively charge protesters with cr…
Attorney General William Barr reportedly told federal prosecutors recently to be
aggressive when charging protesters with crimes, saying demonstrations marked
by violence could increase closer to the…
https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/516720-barr-told-federal-prosecutors-to-aggr…

22) The press and social media platforms are key players in the effort to overthrow
the government.

23) If it can be proven that the press and social media platforms knowingly
participated in an attempt to overthrow the government, they can be prosecuted
under 18 U.S. Code § 2385.

18 U.S. Code § 2385 - Advocating overthrow of Gov…
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2385

24) It took an outsider to start the peace process in the middle east because
politicians make money from war.
Why isn't the press hailing the President's accomplishments?

25) Q wrote: "Missile strike(s) attempt to terminate."

That may be a reference to this.

After peace deals, Gazans fire 13-rocket salvo at Israel; IDF hits Hamas…
Iron Dome intercepts 8 missiles in predawn assault; IDF responds with 2 waves of
airstrikes; in earlier attack, 2 hurt from Gaza rocket fire as Israel signed historic
accords in DC
https://www.timesofisrael.com/rocket-warning-sirens-sound-before-dawn-in-southern-is…

26)

27)
Bodhi Crane
@BodhiCrane

BREAKING
DOD states that Russia and China have weaponized their
satellites with directed energy weapons!!
@dbongino
@X22Report
@KarluskaP
@intheMatrixxx

2:42 PM · Sep 16, 2020
17.8K

18.5K people are Tweeting about this

28)

29) Coronavirus expert Li-Meng Yan explains why she believes covid-19 is an
engineered virus.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/qFlqXPl_hZQ

30) An anon posted a screencap of a tweet by Catherine Herridge alongside an
opinion about the use of intelligence obtained through the Carter Page FISA
warrants.

31)
Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge
Replying to @CBS_Herridge

omissions + the Court has found violations of the
government's duty of candor in ALL FOUR (my emphasis)
applications." @CBSNews
Release of Court Opinion Related to the Temporary …
Release of Court Opinion Related to the Temporary
Retention, Use, and Disclosure of Unlawful FISA …
intelligence.gov
7:26 PM · Sep 16, 2020
3.3K

1.9K people are Tweeting about this

32) In a newly declassified opinion, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
(FISC) chose to restrict the Government's retention, use, and disclosure of
information unlawfully obtained from the surveillance of Carter Page.
https://www.intelligence.gov/index.php/ic-on-the-record-database/results/1008release-of-documents-related-to-the-temporary-retention,-use,-and-disclosure-ofunlawful-fisa-

33) Q reposted a drop from January were he predicted that all surveillance of Donald
Trump's campaign will be found to have had "insufficient predication to establish
probable cause."

34) The above video featuring Defense Secretary Esper was part of a longer
discussion on military readiness.

35) The entire video is helpful in understanding America's strategic perspective on
warfighting domains, but Q highlighted the 1:35 mark.
Department of Defense
@DeptofDefense

LIVE: @EsperDoD speaks at the @AirForceAssoc
#vASC2020

LIVE: @EsperDoD speaks at the @AirForceAssoc #vASC2020
pscp.tv
2:03 PM · Sep 16, 2020
6.1K

5.3K people are Tweeting about this

36) This video explains some of the advancements made by the U.S. military in the
field of directed energy weapons—specifically high energy lasers and high powered
microwaves.
Q indicated that these are deployed for use in military satellites.

Air Force Harnessing the Power of Directed Energy
The U.S. Air Force has an unprecedented power to direct energy in a way that
serves, protects and champions freedom.
https://www.military.com/video/air-force-harnessing-power-directed-energy

37) Q posted a July 2019 headline about a modeling agency used by Victoria's Secret
after they were accused of supplying girls to Jeffrey Epstein.
Returning to the headlines?

38) Is Prince Andrew returning to the headlines?

The photo on the left shows Andrew with a young Virginia Roberts Guiffre and
Ghislaine Maxwell in the background.

39) Sauce for the photo on the right.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/andrew-relaxes-on-epsteins-yacht-after-hardyear-on-holiday-5qjz0nh0rkz
40) Bill Clinton and Chaunate Davies.

41)

Bill Clinton receives neck massage from Jeffrey Epstein victim

g
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Bill Clinton is seen in photos sitting comfortably and smiling as Chauntae Davies,
22, rubs her hands into his shoulders. They were on a trip with Jeffrey Epstein to
Africa in September of 2002.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8639501/Bill-Clinton-smiles-receiving-neck-m…

42) Not all posts are for anons.
Some are for [Them]
Tick tock, Disney.

43)

44) Why would Antifa fight against ISIS?
Terrorist groups justify their actions by creating a narrative portraying them as
freedom fighters—anti-fascist, anti-authoritarian, anti-communist, claiming to bring
about justice by way of terrorism.

YPG/PKK recruited foreign fighters from Antifa groups in Western cou…
YPG/PKK recruited foreign fighters from Antifa groups in Western countries, report
says
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/war-on-terror/ypgpkk-recruited-foreign-fighters-fro…

45)

46) Antifa mapping began a long time ago.

47) How long ago?
An anon posted this on October 31, 2017.

48) Q replied.

49) An anon replied to Q's post about Antifa mapping beginning long ago.

50) In June, Q warned us that riots had been planned but that countermeasures were
in place to mitigate the impact.
The number of insurgents involved in the color revolution in the U.S. is small. The
fake news media amplify their message to make the movement appear popular.

51) In June, wrote:
You, collectively, are a massive threat.
Censorship applied to scale down impact/reach.
It’s failing.
Trust yourself.
Public awakening.
Q
51) In June, Q wrote:
You, collectively, are a massive threat.
Censorship applied to scale down impact/reach.
It’s failing.
Trust yourself.
Public awakening.
Q
52) Why do social media platforms artificially decrease the number of follows, likes,
retweets, subscribers and views of videos?
Why do they shadowban?
Why do they remove videos and posts and suspend certain accounts?
Why do they manipulate trending topics?
Loss of control?

53) Q provided tips for sharing information on social media.
To go around the gatekeepers and monitors of information on social media, use
camouflage.

54) Share the information Q provides but when possible, avoid making direct
references to Q, or Q anon.

55) The purpose of the movement isn't to draw attention to Q.

It's about disseminating information.

56) We may not hear from 17 for a while.

57) 17 usually goes silent for a week or more after posting "Rig for red."

58)

59) It looks like AG Barr's suggestion of charging violent protesters with sedition paid
off.
The September 17th "White House Seige" has been changed to "Non-violent Improv
jazz."

Ian Miles Cheong
@stillgray

The White House "Siege" is canceled." They're doing 50 days
of non-violent improv jazz instead. You couldn't make this
up. Trump scared the hell out of them.

10:14 PM · Sep 17, 2020
4.4K

2.6K people are Tweeting about this
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